When an electron moves through the crystal lattice, the field of the electron induces the local electric polarization in the lattice, which polarization then affects in it's turn the motion of the electron. Such reaction of the lattice polarization on the electronic fietion has usually been taken into account when necessary by the introduction of the empirical dielectric constant into the theory]). In what kind of circumstance is such phenomenological treatment will be justified? In the following, we should like to give a partial answer to this question. The comlete answer is no doubt only possible by a thorough q!Jantum-mechanical treatment of the dielectricity of crystal lattices, which as far as we know, is not yet taken up by any investigators 'at the present time. In the present paper we have been able to enter into this important problem only superficially and we hope to come back again to the more detailed treatment of the subject.
In § 2 we give the .method of the calculation of the polarization potential energy of an electr~n introduced into the ionic lattice, in § 3 we make some approximate calculations of this potential and discuss the trapping of an electron in a perfect ionic lattice, finally' in § 4 we give some example of cases in which the usual theory with empirical dielectric constant does not work consistently. §2.
General Method of Calculation by Perturbation Theory
The Schrodinger equation of the system: an ionic lattice plus an additional electron is written as follows, and for the acoustical branch, j =4, 0, 6, Contribution to these potential energies comes only from the longitudinal waves of the optical mode, the amplitudes of w)tich we now denote simply as a; and * a+ .
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As well known, the electric polarization of the ionic crystal lattices is induced from (I) the polarization of the charge cloud inside each ion and from (2) the relative displacements of the positive with respect to the negative ions. As will be seen from the following, in the language of the quantum"'mechanical perturbation theory, these two mechanisms of the polarization can be explained to come from (I) the virtual excitation of the electronic states of the lattice and from (2) the virtual emission and reabsorption of phonons. It is noticeable, however, that in the higher stages of the perturbation calculations these two modes are mixed up and we can no longer separate them perfectly.
To . .
Substitution of (2.9) reduces (3.2) to the form
thus the terms with N-:-factor cancel out and we find
Making use of the Debye's approximation for the vibration spectrum, we put 
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(3.6)
Before getting into further reduction of (3.6) we notice that from (3.1), (3.5), (3.6) it is' shown that' the lattke polarization becomes the more prominent . .
as the modulation of the electronic wave fiJnction (J(t") from the plane wave form becomes more and more stronger, until finally our perturbation calculation becomes meaningless for sufficiently large polarization. We should like to remark further -f'+ ..,. (Fig. 1 ), but we must remind that in our treatment, the detailed behaviour of the potential inside the unit cell has been To make further reduction of (3.6) we construct the wave functions of the crystal electrons by the Bloch&' tightly bound orbitals:
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-, where ,p. is an ionic orbital, k is the propagation vector and Sl mean~ summation with respect to the cell-index t. Neglecting the overIappings of the different ionic orbitals, and assuming that the most prominent contributions come from the ionic dipole transitions, we get after some simple reductions (3.8) where the summations with respect to sand s' are to be carried out on the filled and the empty bands respectively. Disregarding the energy spread of each band we put ~)-'Yl<.!) ~'Yl~O)_'Yl~~); we can further simplify (3.8) to the following form,
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and Uo(r) is the periodic lattice potential. In the limit of continous medium we put d _0, q _ co and get
if we put % = 1 + 4n-(P, + P.). % is the dielectric constant of the lattice for low frequencies.
In this limit (2.17) becomes Similar equation:
was once proposed by Gurney and Mott 4 ) in their discussions about the possibility of the self-trapping of an electron in a perfect ionic lattice, which possibility had been suggested by L. Landau. D ) Our result (3.13) differs from (~.14) as to the coefficient of the integral, but our perj:u bation method presupposes, strictly speaking, that %-1, XcI-l.(1 and in this limiting case the discrepancy becomes unnoticeable.
As to the validity of our perturbation method, it should be remarked, that
. .
the contribution of the polarization potential to the wave function ¢'(r) a,.nd the . . energy s must be smaller than that from Uo(r). For the above mentioned problem of the electron trapping, such condition will be realized if the binding energy of the trapped electron is much smaller than the di!!tance between the energy bands. Further, the detailed structure of the polarization potential in the unit cell is not taken into account in our theory and this fact introduce, neglisible errors only for the widely extended wave functions, namely· for the excited states .of the trapped ele<;tron. § 4. Aperiodic Processes in the Crystal Lattice.
In the preceding par~graphs we have discussed the r.eaction of lattice polarization for the stationary states of an electron. In this paragraph we shall further concern ourselves with the influence of the lattice polarization to the transition probability. We take two examples; (A) Excitation of the optical· modes of'vibration. where E(p) ---"jJ/2m, the first term comes from the direct transition and the second and the third terms come through the virtual excitation of the electronic states of the crystal. Taking account of the energy conservation E(p) -E(jI) =fuJ)g and the 'inequality n.Wg<"f)~o~-7/00), which condition is generally satisfied for ionic crystals, we can reduce (4.1) to the simpler eJq>ressio.n cPr,N;+II V2IP,Nt){I+~ ~~2e2lr~:,pJ812/(~~0)-~~~»}, (4.2) where the same approximation is used for the electr9nic eigenfunctions as in § 3. (4.2) shows that the effect of the polarization can be taken into account by the factor (1-4'lrp. ) which in the case P. « I can be expressed by the dielectric constant %0' namely (2-%0)' (B) Excitation of the lattice excitation wayes.
Wave functions of the lattice excitation waves are written as
where rfJ~k) describes the state in which the k-th ion in the l-th unit cell is excited ..
in its n-th state, and K is the wave vectbr of the excitation wave. The matrix element foc the process, in which the momentum of the additional electron changes Unlike the case of example (A) the cerrection factor in (4'0) cannot be simply expressed by the dielectric constant, moreqver, here, contrary to the simple phenpmenological expectations, the influence of the lattice polarization does not reduce but increase the transition probability. Such difference in the above two examples (A) aud (B) is, as can be easily recognized, caused by the difference of the relative magnitudes of the energy change in the transition processes and the virtual excitation energy.
Conclusion.
We have developed a quantum-mechanical perturbation calculation for the reaction of the lattice polarization on the electronic motion and it is found out that the mechanism of the electron trapping in a perfect ionic lattice as proposed by Landau, Gurney and Mott is also expected from our quantum-mechanical view point, though our result has-not been in' perfect agreement with that of above authors. Further the influence of the lattice polarization on the probability of electronic transitions which take place in an ionic lattice has been examined by two examples and it is pointed out that such influence can not be always accounted for by the simple phenomenological introduction of the empirical dielectric constant.
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